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Slash the cost of your ﬂoor path marking with Cobalt Aerospace.
We’re passionate about bringing exceptional products to market – products that are intuitive,
practical and economical. Just like our new GLS-7 photoluminescent ﬂoor path marking system:
proudly the lowest cost system on the market.
We’ve designed a ground-breaking new manufacturing process that allows us to hugely reduce the
price to over 70% less than some products currently on the market.
With all that money saved, wouldn’t you also expect a reduction in quality?
Not with GLS-7. Our patent-pending process saves time but doesn’t scrimp on quality or the
innovative features you’d expect from our products. GLS-7 is extremely robust and fully immune to
moisture ingress, relying not just on its (literally bullet proof) outer housing, but the added security of
completely waterproof pigment.
While available in all industry standard sizes and colours, there’s nothing standard about the price.
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Welcome to the first ever issue of Cabin Concepts –
a magazine dedicated to all things aircraft interiors.
Cabin Concepts aims to showcase and promote innovation across all
areas of cabin interiors; from lighting to seating and compliance to
security. There’s some truly fascinating solutions in development that
tackle issues like sustainability (page 24), well-being (page 16), security
(page 33) and more. Collaborations involving not just different
companies, but different sectors (page 26) are enriching the industry
and enabling designs that both work optimally and look amazing.
Whether your aim is to discover the next big thing in aircraft interiors,
to optimise your passenger experience or simply to find ideas for your
next interior upgrade, Cabin Concepts has something for you.
We’re lucky to have the support of some brilliant contributors for this
first issue, who are as enthusiastic about promoting the cabin interiors
market as we are. As well as more established businesses, we’re keen to
feature up-and-coming businesses that do fantastic work but often fly
under the radar because they lack the enormous marketing budgets of
competitors. If you’d like to contribute to our next issue, please email
info@cabinconcepts.co.uk.
A huge thanks to everyone that’s been involved in our launch issue.
We hope you enjoy reading it as much as we enjoyed putting it together!

SWS Certification Services
www.swscertification.com
sales@swscertification.com

Alysia Schuetzle
Editor

SUBMISSIONS
We welcome submissions from businesses and
professionals that work in the aircraft cabin interiors
sector. To contact us about a submitting an article or
advert:
www.cabinconcepts.co.uk
info@cabinconcepts.co.uk

Articles and information contained in this publication are the copyright
of the author and may not be reproduced in any form without the written
permission of the publisher. The views expressed in the submitted
articles in this publication are those of the authors and are not endorsed
by the publisher. Adverts in this publication do not imply endorsement
of the products or services advertised. While every care has been taken
during production, the publisher does not accept any liability for errors
that may have occurred.
Cabin Concepts is available free of charge to relevant industry
professionals. To enquire about receiving Cabin Concepts, please contact
info@cabinconcepts.co.uk.
© Cabin Concepts, 2020.
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TRUE BLUE
Colour expert and trendsetter Pantone has announced their
Colour of the Year as PANTONE 19-4052 Classic Blue. Will
we see this colour trend reflected in cabin interiors?
Colour forecasters Pantone have
selected a shade that they claim is
emblematic of the new decade.
Pantone is an iconic name in design.
Since 1963, the colour company have
been revolutionising the way designers work across a multitude of
creative industries with the
‘Pantone Matching System’; a tool
that facilitates accurate reproduction
of globally consistent colour. The
system now includes over 10,000
numbered colour standards which
span disciplines that work with textiles, printing, pigments and coatings
– sectors including fashion, interiors,
architecture, and industrial design.
The colour of the year is decided by
Pantone’s consulting service, the
Pantone Color Institute. The institute
has been forecasting global colour
trends for over 20 years, blending
trend analysis and seasonal predictions with the psychology of colour.
Experts in the power and importance
of colour, they also consult with global companies on brand identity and
product development.
Classic Blue has been selected for its
timeless simplicity and dependability.
A traditionally restful colour, Pantone
claim Classic Blue “fosters resilience”
and aids concentration and clarity. In

an era of uncertain times, defined by
huge leaps in technology and political, economic and environmental
instability, it makes sense to gravitate
towards colours that offer reassurance and safety. Blue is a universally
calming colour due to its association
with the sky and sea – strong, calming and dependable natural features.

“Blue, from an emotional,
psychological viewpoint,
has always represented
a certain amount of calm
and dependability. It’s a
colour you can rely on.”
Leatrice Eiseman,
Executive Director, Pantone Color Institute

Blues and navy hues have long been
used in business settings to great
effect. Calming and non-threatening, neutral without the blandness of
beige, blue calls to mind feelings of
peace and tranquillity. Perhaps this
explains why it’s often used by financial and legal organisations, where it
can be an advantage to create a calm
and productive environment, inspiring trust from customers and staff.
This shade of blue can be corporate,
luxurious or a neutral backdrop for
other brighter accents. Above all, it’s
classic and timeless; both sought-after attributes for interior colours.
Many airlines use blue as a staple
brand colour; think British Airways,
United Airlines and Finnair. With
the announcement of Classic Blue as
Colour of the Year amidst a turbulent
time for the aviation industry, could
we see more aircraft interior designers incorporating blue hues into the
cabin environment this year?
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AHEAD OF THE TREND
Images: British Airways

Some airlines are already making use of Classic Blue tones in their cabin interiors.

BRITISH AIRWAYS
World Traveller Plus

In 2019, British Airways began rolling
out exciting new improvements to
their premium economy cabins,
branded as World Traveller Plus.
Amongst the phase 2 changes were
new soft furnishings, featuring
a heritage inspired herringbone
pattern and classic British Airways
brand colours re-imagined, featuring
a palette including classic blues.
The palette is used across soft furnishings, quilts, cushions and amenity kits.

UNITED AIRLINES
United Polaris

Back in 2016, United Airlines
unveiled United Polaris business
class. Focusing on customer comfort
with the airline’s most significant
investment in transformation in over
a decade, United Airline’s interior
colour scheme included multi-tonal
blue seating, furnishings and mood
lighting.

Bright and beautiful lighting
United Airlines’ United Polaris business class cabin. Image: United Airlines

for any aircraft cabin

BRUSSELS AIRLINES
Business Class

Last year saw Brussels Airlines launch their new Business Class, aimed at
creating a boutique hotel atmosphere at 30,000 feet. Enhanced by LED mood
lighting in a variety of calming blue hues, the cabin design also incorporates
Art Nouveau influenced patterns and the airline’s first ever walk-up bar.

Bring stunning lighting to any aircraft
quickly and easily with Cobalt Spectrum
class-leading LED mood lighting.
Flying with many of the world’s flag carrier operators, Cobalt Spectrum
delivers an unrivalled feature set and the very highest in reliability.
Choose from 16.8 million RGBW colours in bespoke lighting scenes
tailored to enhance your cabin interior, complement your brand and
improve your passengers’ well-being.

The new cabins also includes blue emergency floor
path marking. Images: Brussels Airlines
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Discover more at www.cobaltaerospace.com

BRAND NEW

BRAND NEW

The new brand colour palette marries whites and silver-blues with the
vibrant blue of the Aegean Sea.
APPLYING THE BRAND
PriestmanGoode worked closely with
AEGEAN to transpose the brand
throughout the cabin.

AEGEAN Airlines’ new brand is inspired by Greek history, heritage and culture.

L

ondon and China based design
studio PriestmanGoode has designed a new brand identity for Greek
national airline AEGEAN.
The flag carrier for Greece officially
unveiled its new livery and branding
in February, along with the first of
an order of 58 A320neo and A321neo
aircraft (the remaining aircraft are
expected to arrive by 2025).

project had been one of the studio’s
most comprehensive to date, stating
“it has been truly rewarding working
alongside AEGEAN to see how we can
carry forward their brand heritage
and design a new identity that will
take the airline into the future as one
of Europe’s most loved carriers.”

“Working with PriestmanGoode has
been an incredibly fruitful partnership. They worked closely with us
throughout the process, to understand our needs and to create a new
brand identity that was respectful of
our much-loved existing identity and
reflected our vision for the future,”
Marina Valvi, Marketing Director at
AEGEAN comments. “We’re thrilled
with the end result.”

Combining clean and sharp angles with rounded aspects that add
softness and approachability, the new
logo represents AEGEAN’s key values
of harmony and balance.

HERITAGE AND HISTORY

The new brand spans the airline’s
livery, cabin interiors and digital
products. The project was ambitious,
and had a quick turnaround, with
PriestmanGoode working to overhaul
AEGEAN’s entire identity in around
twelve months.

The new brand remains respectful to
AEGEAN’s former gull-inspired logo,
which was widely recognised and
loved by passengers and staff alike.
PriestmanGoode designers have
revamped the logo with a modern,
digital audience in mind, pairing it
with a new word mark.

Anthony Morgan, Head of Brand at
PriestmanGoode commented that the

The designs reflect Greek architecture with its classical forms, bold and
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highly recognisable design aesthetic
and running theme of symmetry.

The brand motifs and colours continue to make a impact throughout
the cabin interior, with carpets and
cabin decor foils that feature abstract
patterns inspired by the Greek landscape. The whole cabin is brought
together with brand panels, creating
a memorable showcase of the twin
gull logo in 3D.

Images: PriestmanGoode

A BRAND
NEW LOOK

The new brand motif has been
transformed into bespoke textiles
that are unique to AEGEAN, which
adorn seating in both Business Class
and Economy. The seating fabric itself
features a stitch pattern inspired by
“Greek architecture and the duality between the sky and the Aegean
Sea.” Headrests are further embellished with a stitched version of the
twin gull logo, and each seat back is
enhanced by AEGEAN’s custom gull
patterned fabric. Passengers in Business Class will also be able to enjoy

cushions featuring the distinctive
print.

The new AEGEAN logo, combining the airline’s
name as a word mark and a new take on the iconic
twin gull imagery.

AEGEAN’s cabin interiors feature detail after detail
inspired by the new brand; including bespoke textiles that
are exclusive to the airline.
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SPACE SAVING

SPACE SAVING

SAVING SPACE

in style

MSB Aerospace is marking the new decade with a host of new products that
magically improve the cabin experience for business jet travellers.

M

ontreal head-quartered
business MSB Aerospace
already has a strong reputation
for creating precision engineered
interiors solutions, including its
well-established range of Hi-Lo single
pedestal tables and crystal, china and
flatware inserts.

CONVENIENCE
& ELEGANCE
MSB’s range of Hi-Lo tables can
be used as coffee, conference,
dining or work tables.

Each new product is created with
form and function front of mind and
with the aim of adding convenience
and elegance to the latest state-ofthe-art cabins. Noise suppression,
smart stowage, and enhanced cabin
ambience all drive MSB’s innovative
designs, and underpin their rapidly
expanding portfolio of cabin components and products.
EVOLVING SOLUTIONS
In response to the growing number
of personal digital devices carried
on board by passengers MSB has
added a clever tablet stowage system
that securely stows and holds any
sized tablet via an intricate arm and
grip mechanism to its portfolio. The
intelligently designed unit effortlessly moves from its stowed position to
any specific viewing point as selected
by the passenger. When no longer
required it silently slides back into its
locked position.

“Even the largest of jet cabins can seem cluttered with monitors, personal devices,
cables and general clutter, so we’ve worked hard to design simple but effective
solutions that go unnoticed but actually create space.”

Product development was initially
made in conjunction with Gulfstream, which now offers an exclusive version for its Gulfstream G500
and G600 cabins. The standard format can be metal-plated and finished
to match the design of any mid- or
large-size cabin interior.
MSB is also working with Rosen
Aviation to develop a system that
securely stows personal monitors in
the side ledge, or larger monitors in a
credenza. The design focuses on creating products that operate smoothly,
offer numerous viewing heights and
angles, yet keep devices secure when
not in use.
BANISH CABIN CLUTTER
Supporting their commitment to
optimising space, and to keep loose
items that clutter surfaces contained,
MSB Aerospace has also developed a
stylish “clutter-cube”. Incorporating
ingenious customisable magnetic
dividers, the bespoke cubes can be
configured to stow anything from
connection cables, bathroom amenities, individual galley items or any
miscellaneous objects in one neat
container. The cubes can also be
configured to be easily swapped
in and out of the cabin by crew
to tailor regular passengers’
specific on-board requests.

gage compartments, and is finished
to emulate cabin design, personal
preference or company branding. The
stowage solution replaces unsightly
transparent plastic boxes or bags
often used for storing sundry items.

prevent rattling while keeping valuables safe. Similarly, our new customisable stowage cubes have created
an elegant but simple system for
keeping sundry, loose items organised and safe.”

“Even the largest of jet cabins can
seem cluttered with monitors,
personal devices, cables and general clutter, so we’ve worked hard
to design simple but effective solutions that effectively go unnoticed
but actually create space,” says MSB
Aerospace Business Development
Manager, Robert Lodge.

“Our products are a bit like winglets
- they are not really noticed but make
a big difference to the flight experience. We’re excited to present such a
variety of these magical new concepts
to the market.”

“The tablet and monitor stowage systems provide robust but elegant ways
of stowing personal digital devices
yet keep them accessible when needed. Our popular crystal, cabin
and flatware
inserts

MSB staff are all highly specialised
experts, committed to high quality.

The strong honeycomb
structure of the unit is
sized as needed to fit
galleys, storage or lug-

Left: A clever tablet stowage system allows
devices to be conveniently stored.
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POWER & CONNECTIVITY

A POWERFUL

PASSENGER EXPERIENCE
UK-based IFPL are focused on delivering an outstanding passenger
experience through their innovative power and connectivity products

P

assenger expectations of connectivity and power are ever
increasing. UK-based award-winning designers and manufacturers
IFPL are tackling these challenges
head on by continually developing
and launching new and innovative
products.
IFPL’s products promote positive
passenger experiences, including
greater personalisation and allaying
of battery anxiety, whilst aligning
these improved experiences with
ease of installation for the airlines
and the enticing potential for ancillary revenue generation.

“AdPower is an innovative way to provide passengers with
in-seat USB power that alleviates battery anxiety for travellers
and can be monetised by airlines.”

connected, creating the opportunity
for a revenue stream. There is also an
option for power to be set to a specific
duration, therefore allowing for timebased charging.

IFPL’s Head of Business Development
Dave Phillips explains more:

PROVIDING THE TOTAL INTERIORS
COMPONENTS PACKAGE
At MSB, we provide the complete package of
engineering and manufacturing services for the
production of customized cabin interior components. Our portfolio of meticulously crafted Hi-Lo tables,
add elegant form
bespoke cabinetry, crystal, china and ﬂatware inserts
and function to the ﬁnest cabins in the skies. Discover more at www.msbexpertise.com

North American Offices
Montréal, Quebec Savannah, Georgia
+1 514 667 9399
+1 912 335 3035

A Sogeclair company

Wichita, Kansas
+1 316 315 5763

“As a world-leader in passenger
connectivity, we deliver high quality
products to airlines with exceptional
unit reliability. Our products contribute to ease of use and maintenance
for the airlines whilst enhancing the
experience of their customers. We
have a number of new and exciting
products to share with the industry,
including our latest solution:
AdPower.”
AdPower is an innovative way to
provide passengers with in-seat USB
power that alleviates battery anxiety
for travellers and can be monetised
by airlines. The solution activates
pop-up advertising when a PED is

their own products and services via
AdPower.”
The addition of Bluetooth technology to IFPL’s ever-growing suite of
products is another exciting development. To address the growing trend
of wireless headsets specifically,
IFPL has designed their latest 3.5mm
Long Life audio jack to now include
Bluetooth connectivity. This gives the
customer greater choice when using
headphones to use either a wire or
Bluetooth to connect.
There are distinct advantages to adding Bluetooth to the suite of connectivity, as Dave Phillips explains:

IFPL’s latest 3.5mm Long Life audio jack now
supports Bluetooth connectivity.

Phillips adds: “We have ensured that
installation is straightforward as AdPower is compatible with the current
airline industry leading power and
IFE OEM systems, and retrofit installations require only a straightforward
swap. The key technology is managed
by the airline partnering with their
media partners, plus there is the
potential for the airline to advertise

“With Bluetooth there are no moving
parts, therefore the life of the audio
jack is increased, and the likelihood
of customer induced damage is
reduced. It is also easy to upgrade
for existing IFE systems. The choice
of connectivity for the passengers
adds to their experience on-board,
consequently improving satisfaction
levels.”
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POWER & CONNECTIVITY

SEE
IFPL AT
AIX 2021

ENGINEERING
THE iDOC

D E L I V E R I N G A N O U T S TA N D I N G
PA S S E N G E R E X P E R I E N C E T O G E T H E R

SEAT INTEGRATION

IFPL tackled complex requirements to deliver an exclusive, visionary IFEC product.

•
•
•
•

The team at IFPL were recently asked to design and
manufacture an Apple iPhone specific docking station
for one of the world’s largest IFEC providers. The
requirement was to provide a solution that would enable passengers to take full advantage of high quality
audio, large screen and luxury theatre systems, video
on demand and satellite communications, in addition
to lighting, temperature and window shade control,
attendant call and more.
Neil McGregor, IFPL’s COO explains more: “The
unique elements of this project, including lower than
normal production volumes, a tight time-scale and a
need to fit the docking station easily into new aircraft,
whilst ensuring simple retrofit onto existing aircraft
meant a conventional approach would not suffice!
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We complement your design language
Ergonomic positioning of peripheral is paramount
Remove complexity and cost
Fewer components, lighter seats

PO WER

“The team at IFPL thrive on delivering
an outstanding passenger experience
in collaboration with airlines.”

IFPL’s iDOC was designed to meet the growing passenger demand to both charge and interface iPhones with an aircraft’s IFEC systems.

STAND
#4B20

•
•
•

USB-A, USB-C and AC Outlets
Support PED and tablet charging
Upgrade to USB-C to meet passenger demand

IFPL’s project team of designers, engineers and manufacturing specialists worked closely together to ensure
the solution (the aptly named iDoc) met with the
client’s requirements.”

AdPowe r

McGregor concludes: “The team at IFPL thrive on
delivering an outstanding passenger experience in
collaboration with airlines.”

•
•
•

“We are proud to supply the world’s leading IFEC
manufacturers and airlines, who have come to rely on
us to provide inspiration to the enhancement of their
passengers’ experience; all delivered through our
innovative product design and proven reputation for
reliability.”

T:+44 ( 0)1983 555900

New ancillary revenue stream for airlines
Reduces passengers’ ‘battery power anxiety’
Managed via the airlines App

I F PL. C O M

E:innovate@ifpl.com

CABIN LIGHTING

FEELING
BLUE?

with a soothing palette of lavender
light when it’s time to sleep. Research
suggests that using lighting in this
way can mimic the response that
our bodies naturally have to these
events when they happen within our
normal light-dark and sleep-wake
cycles. Usually, when it starts to get
our brains release melatonin, which
makes us feel sleepy. In the absence of
this event happening naturally whilst
passengers are flying, mood lighting
can recreate a similar level of light
and prompt the release of melatonin;
helping passengers to feel relaxed.

Why light affects passenger mood
- and what airlines can do about it.

F

rom the day we are born, we
are regulated by our circadian
rhythm - better known as our body
clock. When this rhythm is disrupted
and our usual sleep/wake cycles are
thrown off-kilter, we can feel groggy,
fatigued and unwell. If you’ve flown
recently and these symptoms all
sound a bit too familiar, it’s because
you’ve come by the affliction more
commonly known as jet lag.
Flying is often a disruption to a
passenger’s normal routine, and with
disruption can come discomfort.
The last thing an airline wants is for
passengers to leave their flight feeling
disorientated and exhausted; any
negative emotions can impact on a
customer’s perspective of their brand,
and how they speak about the airline
in future. Too much work has gone
into making the cabin comfortable,
the meals delicious and the customer
service impeccable for passengers
16

to leave with a negative impression
of the journey because their sleep
pattern was disrupted by the unusual
hours of a long-haul flight.

Here’s where airlines can go one step
further to aid the well-being of their
passengers, with the help of LED
mood lighting systems.

So, how can airlines ensure passengers leave their aircraft feeling
refreshed and happy?

LED mood lighting allows more scope
for designing lighting scenes for specific uses. For example, Cobalt Spectrum by Cobalt Aerospace includes a
patent-pending feature, Virtual Light
Modes, that allows aircraft interior
designers and engineers the scope to
include a virtually limitless number
of lighting scenes that can be designed for different uses within each
flight.

Lighting is one of the simplest and
best ways for airlines to easily create
an environment where a passenger
can relax and feel comfortable.
Clever lighting design can also be
used to give the brain subtle prompts
that help to lull the body back into a
sense of routine, consequently lessening the symptoms of jet lag.
When it comes to lighting the cabin
interior, the focus should be on creating an overall relaxed ambience and
paying careful attention to how key
periods of time within the flight (like
boarding, meals and sleeping) are lit.

For example, one of these modes
could be used to help aid the transition from wakefulness to sleeping
and back again. Lighting can be
designed to mimic natural sunrises
and sunsets, gradually filling the
cabin with soft orange hues in the
morning, and relaxing passengers

When it comes to designing a lighting
system to help passengers adjust to
the cabin environment, it’s not only
colour and brightness that are key:
timing is also really important. A
lighting scene might incorporate the
perfect shade of sunrise yellow to refresh passengers after a restful sleep,
but if they’re rudely awakened by it
flooding the cabin after spending a
night in near darkness, they’re not
going to feel particularly refreshed,
relaxed or happy. Lighting transitions
need to be smooth and subtle to be
effective.
Finally, a good “night’s” rest when
flying (and the resulting good mood
on departing the aircraft) isn’t just
about what happens in the seconds
before and after sleep. For many
passengers, part of their usual
evening routine is having a meal and
then winding down before heading for bed. Lighting can help here
too: mood lighting systems can be
designed to include a ‘dining’ scene,
which uses warm white light to stimulate appetite and make food look appetising. Metabolism is proven to be a
significant factor when it comes to jet
lag, and lighting can help encourage
the brain to recognise this integral
part of an evening routine, leading to
a restful sleep and, hopefully, happy
passengers.

CHEAT SHEET
All the light terms you need to know...

CIRCADIAN RHYTHM
Circadian rhythm is our internal
body clock. It’s an approximately
24-hour cycle that affects
everything from behaviour to
hormone levels. It tells us when
it’s time to be awake and when
it’s time to feel sleepy. Light is
one of the factors that can impact
our circadian rhythm, along with
meal times and medications.
Jet lag happens because our
circadian rhythm becomes
disrupted.

the sleep-wake cycle. During the
day, this gland is largely inactive.
When it starts to get dark at
night, the pineal gland secretes
melatonin into our blood and
this sharp rise in hormone levels
encourages feelings of sleepiness.

LIGHT-DARK CYCLE
The light-dark cycle simply
describes when an environment
is light and when it is dark. The
light-dark cycle impacts on an
individual’s sleep-wake cycle.

MELATONIN

SLEEP-WAKE CYCLE

Melatonin is a hormone mainly
produced by the brain’s pineal
gland. It plays a crucial role in

The sleep-wake cycle is an
individual’s response to a lightdark cycle and circadian rhythm.

Mood lighting can enhance the way meals are presented, making them seem more appetising and
enforcing a ‘normal’ evening routine for passengers. Image: Brussels Airlines
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ADVERTISING FEATURE
COBALT AEROSPACE

ADVERTISING FEATURE
COBALT AEROSPACE

LED mood lighting system Cobalt Spectrum can boost an airline’s green credentials.

T

he role of the aerospace sector in the debate on how
to lessen our emissions has been the focus of increasingly intense speculation in recent months. In February,
members of the UK aviation industry committed to its
net carbon emissions to zero by 2050; a bold proposal
that relies on offsetting, new technology and developing
sustainable fuels. The group of UK airlines, airports and
manufacturers are focused on finding collaborative ways
to cut carbon emissions whilst accommodating a 70%
growth in passenger numbers. If the initiative succeeds,
over the next 30 years millions of tonnes of carbon dioxide emissions per year will be reduced to zero.
Let’s face it, the aviation industry could be waiting years
for some of these changes; for example, for a truly sustainable fuel to be created. But there are steps airlines
and manufacturers can make now to help in the fight
against climate change, like working on making commercial and VIP aircraft fly more efficiently and use less fuel.
These changes aren’t just limited to new aircraft, or even
just to technical inner workings of aircraft.

Swapping cabin interior elements like lighting
for more efficient alternatives is an easy way for
airlines to reduce weight and lessen their impact
on the environment.

Swapping cabin interior elements like seating, lighting
and storage for lighter and more efficient alternatives is
an easy way for airlines and completion centres to reduce
weight and lessen their impact on the environment.

Cobalt Spectrum LED mood lighting is a system capable of doing just this. These innovative lighting units
are incredibly lightweight and use significantly less
power than traditional fluorescent lights. In fact, Cobalt Spectrum lighting units consume the least power
of all OEM and retrofit solutions.
Low weight and power aren’t the only green credentials the drop-in LED lighting system boasts. When
designing Cobalt Spectrum, engineers at Cobalt Aerospace were determined to create a product built to last.
The result is a system that is extremely robust and includes features such as patent-pending Age Correction
Technology; a unique algorithm that means if a unit
needs replacing the new LEDs will provide a light wash
that perfectly matches the rest of the installed system. Additionally, Cobalt Spectrum is highly reliable
(service history shows an MTTF in excess of 500,000
hours) and includes components that are tougher and
lighter than those used by many competitor products.
Available for many different business and commercial
aircraft including Boeing, Airbus and other models,
Cobalt Spectrum is also the sole non-OEM lighting
system both approved and recommended for retrofit
by Airbus.

Cobalt Spectrum LED mood lighting
system is available for many aircraft.
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LOOKING TO THE FUTURE

SUSTAINABLE
THINKING

LOOKING TO THE FUTURE

“When it comes to sustainability, innovation provides the
solution to improving the sector’s green credentials.”

T

he aerospace industry is one of
the most innovative sectors in
the world. Even as technology, economics and global realities change
faster than ever before, aviation
is moving forward, taking design
inspiration from other industries,
such as yachting and Formula 1. But
as we forge ahead, another factor is
taking precedence in how we operate:
sustainability.
From aircraft manufacturers, to
owners, investors and aviation businesses, everyone is aware of the need
to reduce CO2 emissions in aviation
at every point of an aircraft’s journey.
This includes manufacturing, materials selection, parts production and
even the paint used during refurbishment.

THE FUTURE OF AIRCRAFT INTERIORS

20

Roger Patron, aeronautical designer of 20 years and
Business Development Manager at RAS Completions,
shares his view on the future of aircraft interiors - and
why airlines are moving away from prioritising aesthetics.

In aircraft interiors we’re seeing a
shift to a preference for sustainable,
recyclable, and lighter weight components rather than a focus on aesthetics and opulence. This is because
improving aircraft efficiency plays an
important role in helping to reduce
fuel consumption and an aircraft’s
overall carbon footprint. I fully expect the selection of renewable, lighter weight materials and sustainable
design concepts to take over every
aspect of the cabin interior.
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LOOKING TO THE FUTURE

“Owners and operators are
becoming ever more conscious
of practicality and transferability
over choosing designs that will
impress. The most effective way
to slow aircraft value loss is to
make sure it is desirable to the
whole market.”

The UK’s award-winning

aircraft completions &
refurbishment specialists

Above: Following their BA2119: Flight of the Future programme, British Airways continue to explore how 3D
printing could be used by airlines in the future. (Image: British Airways).

EXTERI OR
ISO 9001: 2008 Approved

By replacing the typical heavy mechanical components of a seat, for
example, with innovative cushion
structures and lighter materials inspired by Formula 1 vehicles, we can
substantially reduce the weight occupied by aircraft seats and increase
fuel efficiency.
Additionally, the use of 3D printing
to produce lighter weight composite
seats is becoming more widespread.
And, it is certain that 3D printing
will extend beyond seat and interior
products. For existing planes in need
of a refit, updated parts can theoretically be printed with less time,
expense and material, extending
the life, and therefore efficiency, of
an aircraft. Even with small components, the effects can be significant.
According to British Airways ‘BA2119:
Flight of the Future’ programme’
which includes 3D printing, every
kilogram removed saves up to 25 tons
of CO2 emissions during the lifespan
of an aircraft.
Taking more inspiration from another industry; Arevo, an additive

manufacturing start-up which began
with 3D-printed e-Bikes, is now being
backed by Airbus Ventures to print
complex parts of any size and shape
for aircraft.
Emerging technologies are not without their challenges. Before printed
components can take to the skies,
they will need to meet stringent
aviation regulatory standards which,
rightly so, put safety first.
In terms of aircraft exteriors, the
industry is phasing out the use of
chromate-based paints, which are
carcinogenic and contribute to global
warming. At RAS Completions we
were testing environmentally friendly paint processes long before they
became regulatory. Now, all aircraft
painted at our facilities use an EASA
-approved, chrome-free painting
process.
Selecting the right materials, colours
and furnishings is also crucial for
the sustainability and longevity of an
aircraft. These need to be long-lasting, and to appeal to a wide range

Above: Airbus flew their first 3D printed part on a
customer jetliner back in 2014. They’ve continued
to invest in research into 3D printing for printed
aircraft components and spare part solutions.
(Image: Airbus).

of customers, without the need for
further design changes. Owners and
operators are becoming ever more
conscious of practicality and transferability, over choosing designs that
will impress. The most effective way
to slow aircraft value loss is to make
sure it is desirable to the whole market, so it can be sold quickly and is
used more efficiently.

INTER IOR
EASA Part 21 & 145

From whichever angle or sector of
aviation you look at; when it comes to
sustainability, innovation provides
the solution to improving the sector’s
green credentials and we will continue to see our industry evolve as we
adopt new methods.

Based in London

VVIP customers

For more information, visit rascompletions.co.uk
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British Craftsmanship

RAS
COMPLETIONS

SUSTAINABLE DINING

SUSTAINABLE DINING

board meal deliveries, PriestmanGoode have completely re-imagined
the meal tray.
The design centres around a variety
of food safe materials that have been

REDUCE
REUSE
RETHINK
ach year, an estimated 5.7
million tonnes of cabin waste
is generated on passenger flights;
from single-waste plastics to amenity kits, earphones and food waste.
Two innovative new concepts from
travel and transport design agency
PriestmanGoode aim to tackle the
waste that commercial flights generate.
PriestmanGoode’s design for a refillable water bottle aims to encourage
passengers to use water fountains,
rather than purchase plastic bottles.
Astonishingly, if passengers at Heathrow Airport’s departures lounges
alone refilled their bottles, they could
eliminate 35 million plastic bottles a
year.
Constructed from biodegradable and
commercially compostable bioplastic and cork, the bottle is designed
to be ergonomic and more efficient
24

“Design is about using creative thinking and problem solving
to look at how we can make things better, how to minimise
resources and waste, and how we can encourage change in
consumer behaviour.”
Jo Rowan, Associate Strategy Director at PriestmanGoode

developed for the catering industry,
including edible, biodegradable and
commercially compostable materials like algae, bamboo and soluble
seaweed.
Components of the meal setup that
are currently washed and reused,
such as the tray itself, would continue
to be so. Elements that are current-

would feature a banana leaf or algae
lid.
“This design proposal aims to encourage suppliers and airlines to
rethink the meal service in a more
eco-friendly manner, particularly
ahead of legislation to ban single use
plastic” explains Jo Rowan, Associate
Strategy Director at PriestmanGoode.

ANATOMY OF A MEAL

for travel. Intended for repeated, but
short-term use (ideal for the length of
a holiday), the product fits perfectly
within the back pocket of an aircraft
seat. Thinking beyond the consumer,
the shape of the bottle is also more
efficient for packing, shipping and
retail.

SIDE DISH LID

Algae or banana leaf

CAPSULES (SAUCES, MILK)
Soluble seaweed

CUP OUTER

Rice husk with PLA binder

CUP LINER
Algae

DESSERT LID
Wafer

This design places the onus on passengers to make responsible choices,
whilst equipping them with a viable
alternative to impulse buying bottled
water.
But waste doesn’t just happen at the
airport. On-board, it’s less about
encouraging passengers to make
sustainable choices and more about
ensuring airlines are playing their
part. It is estimated that the average
long haul flight passenger generates
500g of single-use plastic per journey
from meal deliveries alone. In a bid
to reduce the unnecessary amount
of plastic waste that come with on-

Images: PriestmanGoode

E

ly discarded after a single use have
been replaced with a sustainable
alternative. For each area of the meal,
materials have also been carefully
selected to reflect the food within the
container - for example, side salads

BASE DISHES

HOT MAIN
MEAL LID

Wheat bran

Bamboo

SPORK
Bamboo

TRAY
Coffee grounds and husks
mixed with lignin binder
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INNOVATION

INNOVATION

S

ignificantly lighter aircraft
interiors using Formula One
technology are on the horizon, thanks
to an exciting partnership between
Williams Advanced Engineering,
JPA Design and SWS Certification
Services.
For most of the last decade, weight
saving has been the hot industry topic
within aircraft interiors. Airlines,
along with their designers and
manufacturers, have been locked
in a process of looking at ways to
reduce weight from cabin interior
designs; thereby reducing fuel
emissions, easing the burden on the
environment, and reducing fuel costs.

DRIVING
INNOVATION
A world-class partnership between JPA Design, Williams Advanced Engineering and
SWS Certification Services is set to deliver the next generation of aircraft seating.

Image: Williams Advanced Engineering
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Around two years ago, the UK
government funded a project
aiming to create a transformational
technology strategy for the UK
aerospace sector. They tasked the
UK’s Aerospace Technology Institute
(ATI) to bring together world class
expertise in design, engineering,
manufacturing, material sciences
and aviation certification in order to
deliver the next generation of aviation
seating.
As a result a partnership was formed:
global design agency, JPA Design,
Williams Advanced Engineering
and leading airworthiness experts,
SWS Certification Services. The
partnership is now set to launch
a radical new business class seat,
incorporating JPA Design’s patented
Monocoque design concept and
Williams Advanced Engineering’s
RacetrakTM and 223TM lightweight
material technologies. The project,
known as ‘AIRTEK’ will demonstrate
how this ambitious, majority
composite approach can deliver
significantly lighter seating, more
space for passengers and far more
innovative cabin layouts.

Concept study for next generation Monocoque design, currently in development. Image: JPA Design

The project will demonstrate
how an ambitious, majority
composite approach can
deliver significantly lighter
seating, more space for
passengers and far more
innovative cabin layouts.

JPA Design’s Monocoque structural concept, as
used in Singapore Airlines’ Business Class seat
(flying since 2017). Image: JPA Design

A sample of Racetrak material technology. Image: Williams Advanced Engineering

TM
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INNOVATION

“SWS have been a key partner
in our journey of innovation in
challenging the industry norms.”

A WORLD CLASS PARTNERSHIP

Kerry Reeves
HEAD OF AIRCRAFT PROGRAMMES
AIR NEW ZEALAND

JPA DESIGN

WILLIAMS ADVANCED
ENGINEERING

SWS CERTIFICATION SERVICES

JPA Design are a leading global
design agency specialising in
developing IP and compelling
passenger experiences for the
travel sector’s most influential
brands. JPA’s patented
Monocoque design underpins
the project and the team’s
aviation know-how will ensure
the outcome is both highly
functional and desirable.

Williams Advanced Engineering
provides world-class technical
innovation, engineering, testing
and manufacturing services
to deliver energy efficient
performance to customers.
WAE’s innovation in material
processes is at the heart of the
project, enabling the partnership
to address the challenges of
creating a seat that is light, strong,
commercially efficient and
certification ready.

SWS Certification Services is an
EASA Part 21J approved design
organisation and a strategic
partner whose knowledge and
experience has enabled many
of the aircraft industry’s most
ambitious designs to be flown
without compromising safety
or passenger experience. SWS
Certification Services will
provide airworthiness validation
for the project outcome.

JPA Design, Williams Advanced Engineering and SWS Certifications are
seeking airlines and manufacturing companies to join them in developing
their unique designs and technologies.
Partnering on this project will provide an opportunity for real-time
engagement with one of the most ambitious seat development programmes
taking place in the industry today. As well as this, participation provides an
opportunity to influence the final product and to identify relevant technologies
that could support with your own strategic goals.

To discuss an engagement model and receive
a project partner prospectus, please contact:
Ben Orson
Managing Director
JPA Design
ben.orson@jpadesign.com

‘AIRTEK’ Formula One Technology

Infant Harness for Economy Skycouch™

Spectrum LED Mood Lighting

‘AIRTEK’ will demonstrate how a
majority composite approach can
deliver significantly lighter seating,
more space for passengers and
innovative cabin layouts. SWS will
provide airworthiness validation for
JPA Design’s patented Monocoque
design concept which underpins the
project; a radical new business class
seat, incorporating Williams Advanced
Engineering’s Racetrak™ and 223™
light-weight material technologies.

Having previously supported Air New
Zealand on the approvals for the Economy
Skycouch™ (a row of three economy seats
converted into a lie flat bed) SWS went on
to certify an additional dedicated infant
harness & belt allowing younger travellers
to remain lying down during the cruise
phase of the flight.

SWS and Cobalt Aerospace worked
together to obtain EASA approvals for
Cobalt Spectrum; an innovative and
bespoke drop-in LED lighting system
that allows passengers to enjoy an
unrivalled number of mood lighting
options.

Both Economy Skycouch™ and the infant
harness won Crystal Cabin awards.

Cobalt Spectrum is now certified and
flying on the A320, A330, A340, B737
and B767 families of aircraft.

+44 (0)2036 572482
Stuart Olden
Senior Commercial Manager
Williams Advanced Engineering
stuart.olden@wae.com
+44 (0)1235 777934

+44 (0)1639 899 658
sales@swscertification.com
www.swscertification.com
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SWS Certification Services Ltd
ECM2 ER Building, Heol Cefn Gwrgan,
Margam, Port Talbot, SA13 2BZ
Wales, United Kingdom

SEATING

SEATING

NOT JUST FOR WIDEBODY AIRCRAFT

MORE SEATS
AND MORE SPACE?
A

irlines have long struggled
with a contradictory state of
affairs in business class; how to fit
more passengers into arguably the
most lucrative area of an aircraft,
without compromising on the
luxury and space that makes it so?
Singapore-based seating designer
AirGo Design may have the answer;
an innovative new seating solution Galaxy.
Galaxy is a modular seating arrangement that means airlines can
fit more seats in business class than

ever before, while maintaining the
level of comfort expected by discerning passengers. Comprising of two
different seat designs, Galaxy offers
space efficient flatbed seating to both
wide-body and narrow-body airliners, and is designed to meet the needs
of different types of guests; business
travellers, couples and families.
Galaxy is so space efficient that it’s
able to seat 36 passengers in zone A of
a B777. That’s 8 more than United Airlines’ Polaris business class offering.
But, surely a cabin will start to feel
cramped with all that extra seating?

Galaxy can also work with narrow-body
airliners like the upcoming A321 XLR.

When designing Galaxy, the AirGo
Design team took special care to
avoid this problem, ditching rear-facing seats and ‘maze-like’ arrangements; and instead designing with
passenger comfort as a top priority.
Family friendly seating: Galaxy can incorporate a
shared wall which has the option of being lowered
to transform seats into a larger shared area.

The key to achieving this, AirGo
Design co-founder and CTO Alireza
Yaghoubi says, was to design around
problem areas in the cabin.

at the front and becomes quite narrow at the back of zone A.”

“We found that the problem is the
aisle. There is a lot of wasted space
because of the tapered shape of the
fuselage. The aisle is generally wider

The design for Galaxy avoids this
tapered part of the cabin altogether,
and instead places window seats at

a different angle to most arrangements. These are combined with a
completely separate design for the
middle seat that feels familiar, but
incorporates a few improvements
like allowing passengers the space

to sleep at an angle, or to view their
screen more comfortably. These middle seats are designed to be perfect
for business travellers, with a high
level of privacy.
One variation on the design incorporates a shared wall that can be
lowered via two-way authentication
that is built into the inflight entertainment system. Passengers can
choose to lower just the top portion of
the wall or the whole dividing panel,
which transforms the neighbouring
seats into a queen bed for couples or a
larger shared area for families.

BOEING 777
A comparison of the UNITED
‘Polaris’ business class cabin
seating arrangement with AirGo’s
Galaxy arrangement.

UNITED POLARIS
Pax: 28 (Zone A)

AIRGO GALAXY
Pax: 36 (Zone A)
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Images: AirGo Design

AirGo Design is offering airlines the
option of licensing the design. “We
understand that many airlines have
preferred manufacturers when it
comes to premium cabin”, explains
Yaghoubi, “we are also ready to work
with airlines and the manufacturer
to customise the design; if an airline
wants wider seats, for example.”

MORE SPACE, MORE COMFORT
Galaxy seats are 21,5” wide, and bed length is an
impressive 6’3”.

Excited to see more? You can view
a virtual reality tour of Galaxy as it
could appear on a B777 at
www.airgodesign.com/galaxy.
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SECURITY

LOCK IT
OR LOSE IT
Many airlines are reluctant to admit they have a problem,
but on-board retail theft continues to be a growing issue.
The answer? Electronic locks.

The International Air Transport Association (IATA) has stated that its previous calculations of the global loss airlines suffer from retail theft each year - in excess of $50 million - are a conservative estimate. Some on-board retail
carts carry over $3,000 of stock each and are protected with nothing but a simple plastic seal and an inexpensive
padlock. Airlines do this every single day because there is; or more accurately, was, no alternative.
IS YOUR STOCK SECURE?
Despite many airlines using them,
plastic seals and padlocks are weak
and ineffective when it comes to
keeping the contents of a retail cart
secure. It is not uncommon for airlines to lose control of access to their
padlocks in less than six months; all
too often lost keys fall into the wrong
hands and are copied. It is best practice to replace padlocks with new keys
twice a year, which comes at considerable expense to the airline.
Similarly, plastic seals are easily
breached with minimal tools and are
generally insecure. A broken plastic
seal tells a security manager nothing,
apart from the fact a cart is likely to
have been compromised.
For example, faced with a loss of several high value watches after a flight,
what information is available to security staff during investigations? Who

is responsible and pays for the loss:
the logistics company who supply
the stock or the airline who sell the
products?

data is securely protected, confidential and cannot be accessed by other
airlines.
SAVE MONEY & STOCK

TRACK AND TRACE
AirGuard electronic locking seals
solve all these problems and more.
AirGuard records all operations and
can individually identify over 20,000
staff by name. It ensures staff follow
correct procedures and assists managers in apportioning responsibility
for any loss.
Better still, AirGuard knows where
the cart is located, which greatly
assists asset management. Each time
the cart passes through a bond or
kitchen service facility for restocking,
AirGuard uploads recorded information from the flight into the Cumulus
Database, which stores the data on
the cloud for easy recall by managers
anywhere in the world. All recorded

With no capital purchase, renting a
cart with AirGuard electronic locking 
WHAT A WASTE...
One major airline calculated it
purchased around 13 million
plastic seals every year. Based on
the pull through composite steel
and polypropylene seal design
used extensively by many airlines, this equates to over
26 tonnes of plastic waste;
all of which is discarded and
destined for landfill after use.
Electronic locking seals could
save tonnes of plastic from going
to landfill.
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FREE TRIAL OFFER

SECURITY

can cost as little as 30 pence (39
cents) per cart door, per day; considerably less expensive than the use
of plastic seals and padlocks. The
operating cost for airlines purchasing AirGuard outright is less than
10 pence per cart door, per day. Few
airlines understand the real cost of
using plastic seals when including
administration costs, but it is a great
deal more than 30 pence.

WHAT’S STOPPING
THE SWITCH?
So, if AirGuard is so good, why the
reluctance to switch to electronic
locking and sealing? It’s a fair question.
The answer is simple; operators
are reluctant to change established
operational practice. Despite the clear
advantages, the change to electronics does take time to integrate with,
and operate alongside, traditional systems. For instance, customs
manifests can no longer be prepared
in advance of a flight. Plastic seals
are pre-printed with the seal number which can be added to the C208

AirGuard Technology integrated into a Flightweight SmartCart.

outbound manifest in advance. The
seals are given to the dispatcher who
seals each allocated cart and canister
for the flight in question. This is not
possible using electronics because the
seal number is not activated until the
cart is locked and the seal number
becomes live. This means the manifest cannot be generated until the
cart is ready for dispatch.
However, this is not a problem because the AirGuard System generates
its own manifest.

Instead of attaching plastic seals to
carts, the dispatcher scans each cart
and canister allocated for the flight
and downloads the active seal numbers into Cumulus, which then prints
the manifest for the flight. Mobile
Cumulus DataCarts equipped with a
printer linked to the office system can
be used in very busy dispatch areas to
make the operation even easier. Trials
indicate this all takes approximately
the same time as fixing a batch of
plastic seals.


If you have a problem with retail cart theft, let
Flightweight prove that using a specialist high
security SmartCart can stop theft issues.

Here’s the deal:
Choose a route where you suffer the
greatest losses
Give us the details in strictest conﬁdence
We will supply replacement high security
SmartCarts equipped with the AirGuard
Management System, reporting to the
Cumulus DataStore.
After one month, compare your previous
losses against the AirGuard System. We
are conﬁdent they will be greatly reduced,
if not completely eliminated.

Founded in 2013, Flightweight is part of the WRASP (Weight Reduction and
Security Products) Group, with special links to ASD Security that enable the
company to use the revolutionary AirGuard seal on SmartCart high security
retail carts.

You have nothing to lose and a whole lot to gain!

The AirGuard system is used exclusively by Flightweight and is supplied as
standard on all SmartCarts. Flightweight are also able to supply airlines with a
retrofitted version of AirGuard for existing carts.

To arrange your free trial, please email:

Flightweight are so confident that AirGuard will greatly reduce - or even eliminate - theft on flights that they will supply prospective clients with a ship set of
SmartCarts completely free of charge for one month; specifically to be used on
high risk flights where theft losses are a serious problem.

ian.winter@ﬂightweight.net
ken.reseigh@ﬂightweight.net

Visit www.flightweight.net to find out more about SmartCart high security
retail carts and the revolutionary AirGuard system.
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www.ﬂightweight.net

Keep the peace in-ﬂight with wireless charging

With Cobalt Unplugged, passengers
and crew can charge any Qi enabled
device quickly, safely and completely
wirelessly.
Charge any Qi enabled device
Single coil or tri-coil available
Fits seamlessly into any design
Small, thin and lightweight
Robust and reliable
Immune to liquid ingress
Range of mounting conﬁgurations available
Available with airworthiness release

www.cobaltaerospace.com

Visit us at Aircraft Interiors Expo 2021 at stand 6A28.
You’ll be able to try out Cobalt Unplugged chargers for
yourself, and charge your phone while you chat to us.

